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Those who forget the lessons of history are destined to repeat it—how many times have we heard that pontification intoned by those who equate being gray with being grave.  I should talk; I say it all the time to my children and step-children, who are a wonderfully forbearing lot.  Of course, what those lessons are remains the question.  My history is not theirs, so what I would teach is not necessarily what they would learn.

We all know that history, the recounting of events, historians, politicians, economists, preachers, parents, and just about everyone else often use or misuse to serve purposes other than those of historical scholarship.  For those of us who at least some of the time study how others put history to work, the question how they use or misuse sources is often not the primary one, although it is not a negligible task to tell the difference.  The primary question is what purpose the source, as adapted by a given author, serves.

To answer it, we ordinarily compare a source with its revision, identify differences, and account for and assess changes in terms of intended meaning and its implication for causes advanced.  Much more rarely do we identify or emphasize similarities or question the retention of what survives from the original and interpret it in the same way.  I urge no amendment of our methods, only more alertness to the possibility that retention as well as deletion or alteration may signify.

My example shows, not how one historian reviews the data or revises the account of another, but how a dramatist manages political material in his historical source to serve his dramatic purpose.  My case in point is Shakespeare’s use of Holinshed’s Chronicles in writing Macbeth, particularly the long scene set in the English court.  Given so much ersatz, esoteric, or recherché scholarship arising from the need to publish or perish, I think that I should say something to justify my subject as, I hope, not more of the same.

I cannot recall that my high school English teacher or my college professor remarked on this scene or, if they did, what they said.  My lecture notes, legible but unintelligible as soon as inscribed, are no help.  My first recollection returns me to my earliest days as a teacher.  My first year found me teaching the play and puzzled by the scene.  The next summer, idled between school years, I set myself to read everything which I could find about the scene until I had an answer.  How weary, stale, flat, and unprofitable seem to me the uses or abuses of much literary history and criticism.  At the time, some 40 years ago, the consensus was that Shakespeare paraphrased long passages in Holinshed to pad an already short play; to depict the ideal monarch and thereby preach to the king; or to pause before the storm of Macduff’s grief and fury at the start of the crusade to redeem Scotland.  In our day, the consensus develops another old idea, namely, that the dialogue between Malcolm and Macduff dramatizes the pervasive evil which has destroyed all trust, with the new twist that it, like the play, shows the indistinguishability of political rights and wrongs, and, more importantly, true or false princes.

Thus, David Scott Kastan, in his article “Macbeth and the ‘Name of King’,” argues that all regicides are equal because the observance of formalities alone establishes legitimacy, which thereby merits allegiance.

The play makes it difficult to discover exactly where obedience is “truly owed.”  Macduff calls Macbeth an “untitled tyrant bloody-scepter’d,” … but in fact, however bloody his scepter, he certainly is, as Macduff well knows, titled.  Although Macbeth is undeniably a murderer, he lawfully succeeds and is crowned. …  “Named” and legally enthroned, Macbeth is king and arguably truly owed the obedience of his countrymen.​[1]​

Of course, killing a king is different from killing a pretender, and almost everyone but Kastan knows that, whether combined with covert violence or not, fraud undermines legitimacy.  I am not here to discuss our uses or misuses of history or, for that matter, of literature, but theirs.  But I hope that you do not mind my saying that we need to ensure the distinction in our work as well as to detect it in theirs.

Since Macduff’s claim occurs in what I call the Court Scene, the most political part of a most political play, interpreting this scene is not your usual academic exercise.  For those who view literature as a mode of politics or even prefer politics to literature, the scene has served as a pretext for opinion according to platform.  By contrast, I argue that, by considering what Shakespeare adopted from and added to his source, we can understand the scene—indeed, the play as a whole—as an artistic expression of a political culture influencing, and influenced by, a literature to which he is indebted.

*   *   *

Before I turn to the Court Scene, I want to put it in a context provided by Holinshed’s account of the Duncan/Macbeth/Malcolm succession and Shakespeare’s adjustment of that account.​[2]​  Any reading of Holinshed’s account would conclude that its overarching purpose, if it had one, was to explain everything according to Providence.  For so simple a message, “Chronicles,” not history, is the apt word of his title.  Any reading of Macbeth would agree that the play has a more complex message.

The important fact is that Holinshed indicates that Scottish succession was either lineal or collateral, with everything depending on the age of a male successor to the then-king.  An underage first-born son would not succeed; his eldest uncle would.  He clearly implies that Malcolm was not “of able age” when Duncan declared him Prince of Cumberland.  He less clearly implies that Macbeth was angered and aroused because of the possibility that Duncan might die before Malcolm had reached that threshold.

In a manner of speaking, it follows that Holinshed contrasts the present and the would-be king.  He characterizes Duncan as “soft and gentle,” Macbeth as “cruel,” of nature.  The result of this sharp contrast was that “the people wished … the meane vertue betwixt these two extremities might have reigned by indifferent partition in them both.”

Shakespeare radically departs from his source on this important fact.  First, he does not even hint at collateral succession.  Second, he implies that Malcolm is “of able age” by first presenting him as having fought in the thick of it, precisely where a mature and heroic chap should be, and requiring followers to protect him from capture.  Third, when Duncan uses the occasion of Scottish triumph to proclaim Malcolm’s new title, Macbeth says nothing about any rightful claim to succession.  In short, Shakespeare obliterates the issue of succession in his source, assumes lineal succession in his play, and thus supplants its tribal for a feudal polity and monarchial governance.

Shakespeare also handles the contrast between Duncan and Macbeth differently.  The contrast in Holinshed persists in the play.  However, Shakespeare less clearly indicts a flaw in Duncan’s nature and less explicitly indicts his failure of leadership because of foreign invasions or domestic treason by the Thane of Cawdor.  In favoring Duncan, Shakespeare abandons the balance-of-faults-on-both-sides assessment in his source.

But Shakespeare does not abandon Holinshed’s report about a popular desire for a “meane virtue” between Duncan and Macbeth.  He transmuted their dichotomous character flaws in his source into diametric political failings in his play.  Duncan’s is his inability to distinguish between the appearance and the reality of loyalty.  Macbeth’s immediate entrance after Duncan’s famous words, “There’s no art/To find the mind’s construction in the face:/He was a gentleman on whom I built/An absolute trust,” not only makes stark dramatic irony, but also marks Duncan’s momentous failure.  Of course, Macbeth errs in the extreme opposite; he trusts no one, suspects everyone, and kills those foremost in his fears.  Neither king can distinguish loyal and disloyal thanes.  In the Court Scene, when Malcolm denies that he speaks in “absolute feare” of Macduff, he discloses himself as a man of perception and prudence, one better in this respect than both of his royal predecessors.

*   *   *

A word or two about the preparation for the Court Scene.  By the time it opens, we have seen both Malcolm and Macduff favorably.  Malcolm first appears as a soldier who has fought bravely in battle.  He recognizes not only the wisdom of Donalbain’s counsel to flee for safety, but also goes beyond it in suggesting that they must postpone their sorrow for military action.  Thus, his comments to Macduff in the Court Scene reveal that he has already secured and readied troops to invade Scotland—a fact not in Holinshed which reduces the importance of Macduff and his mission.  His comments also reveal that he has previously resisted pleas to return to Scotland from treacherous emissaries professing loyalty but practicing to betray him to Macbeth—a fact present in Holinshed.

As I have argued elsewhere, Macduff is likely “Bellona’s bridegroom,” who defeats Sweno and the then-Thane of Cawdor, and secures the peace.​[3]​  He seeks Duncan and discovers his murder.  He refuses to attend both the council which elects Macbeth king and the coronation.  He goes to England to seek Malcolm’s return before he learns of his family’s slaughter; thus, his only motive is patriotism.  Throughout, he shows himself loyal to the legitimate king of Scotland or his heir.  When he enters with Macbeth’s head on a spear, he speaks with authority earned by his deeds of loyalty, and, pace Kastan and council election, with respect only for acclamation: “Hail, King!  For so thou art.”

Holinshed and Shakespeare give the same reason for Malcolm’s test of Macduff’s loyalty: the treacherous dissimulations of Macbeth’s agents.  The difference is that Macduff has little previous role in the chronicle and a carefully crafted one in the play.  Holinshed may have devised a test of Macduff’s loyalty because he had provided little about him; more likely, he added didactic matter in the manner of earlier historians.  But Shakespeare’s audience knew what needed to be known and required no test.  So go the conventional arguments, the long dialogue between Malcolm and Macduff in the play is, at worst, superfluous or, at best, sinister in its signification.

The assumption common to these diametric views is that Shakespeare is interested in having Malcolm test Macduff’s loyalty.  But this assumption is problematic.  Since Shakespeare has taken pains to show Macduff separating himself from Macbeth and seeking Malcolm as the rightful heir to overthrow the usurper, it makes no sense in terms of dramatic economy to elaborate the evident.  Shakespeare could have relied on his audience’s knowledge and moved on without ado.  So why make a big scene?  The answer is that the play requires a test, not of Macduff’s loyalty, but of Malcolm’s fitness to succeed his father; this scene, except for the interlude, is that test.

*   *   *

Critics divide the Court Scene—Act IV, scene iii, longest scene in Shakespeare’s shortest so-called tragedy—into three parts.  Part one follows Holinshed; in its first 140 lines, Malcolm tests Macduff.  Parts two and three Shakespeare creates; in its next 20 lines, touching for the King’s Evil shows legitimacy, and, in its final 80 lines, Malcolm’s managing Macduff’s reaction to Rosse’s news.  Almost all critics interpret only the first, or only the last, part of the scene as defining the purpose of the whole.  If part the first, thematic restatement; if part the third, motivation for the counter-movement.

Since Shakespeare paraphrased Holinshed closely in the first part, some critics see the test as pretext for political flattery or exemplum, others as manifesting the political distrust or moral indeterminism informing the entire play.  Neither idea makes much sense; Shakespeare is no servile flatterer or skeptical philosopher.  He did make some modest but deft modifications to serve both thematic and dramatic ends.  He did align Malcolm with the three pillars of James’s domestic and foreign policy by reference to “concord, “ peace,” and “unity.”  He also endowed Malcolm with self-confidence in his chivalric prowess so that he can off-handedly assure Macduff that he “shall tread upon the tyrant’s head,/Or wear it on my sword”—a point unchallenged by Macduff or, more remarkably, by those critics who are wont to think of Malcolm, in the words of one, as a “milksop.”  He showed Malcolm as a savvy and commanding leader, confusing and managing Macduff, reducing him to indecision and impotence, but proving his loyalty.

Shakespeare invented the second part on the King’s Evil.  Whether it meant to endorse a popular practice of which the king disapproved is, of course, possible.  But within the action of the play, the description in religious language of a rite regarded as proof of legitimate kingship has two effects.  One is confirmation of Malcolm as heir.  The other is ratification of Malcolm’s holiness, humility, and wisdom.  For, having done what he could to test Macduff, he prays that “God above/Deal between thee and me.”

Shakespeare also invented the third part to serve quite different purposes from those which most critics propose.  Whereas in Holinshed, Macduff knows that Macbeth has slaughtered his family before he arrives in Scotland, in Shakespeare, he arrives ignorant of the fact.  Most critics think that Shakespeare added this part to his source to create suspense and then satisfy it by displaying Macduff’s grief and deploying his anger to whet the counter-movement against Macbeth.  I doubt it; Shakespeare did not go in for melodrama and indicated Macduff’s opposition to Macbeth by allusion and action.  More likely, he wanted his audience to look less at Macduff’s reaction to Rosse’s news than at Malcolm’s response to Macduff’s reaction.  What it saw was Malcolm’s success in dealing with Macduff by helping him convert grief to anger and directing his vengeance to serve the higher cause of a just war against Macbeth.  When Malcolm says to the stricken Macduff, “Dispute it like a man,” he speaks like a man confident in dealing with another man.  Macduff’s response, “I shall do so:/But I must also feel it as a man,” is not scornful or smirking, as if Malcolm were not man enough to give such advice.  To his words, no one scoffs or snickers, for Malcolm shows himself strong yet sympathetic.

In sum, the scene is not three separate pictures serving disconnected and mundane purposes, but a theme-driven, drama-rich triptych showing Malcolm’s qualifications, confirming his legitimacy, and exhibiting his competence as king.

*   *   *

Ask a high school graduate who has read Macbeth—your best chance is to ask someone over 50—to give a one-word statement of the central concern or dominant theme of the play, and the answer will be: ambition.  Ask a critic under 50 the same question, and the answer, distilled from many more words, will likely be much the same.  At the center of all their answers is Macbeth, the protagonist of the play.  And with our focus on Macbeth and thus on his rise and fall, it is easy to see the play as a tragedy.

My one-word answer to the question is different: succession.  No other Shakespeare play shows three successive kings, not to mention a show of a line of future kings.  And no other play shows the basis of failure by the rightful king reformed in his rightful heir.  Macbeth makes antithetical matters the conundrum of equivocal speech and action, and of that old chestnut, appearance and reality.  The only way in which Shakespeare could show Malcolm to be superior to Duncan and Macbeth, to be “the meane vertue betwixt these two extremities,” is to show him superior in the one respect in which they failed so disastrously.  If the sins of the father are not to be visited upon the son or Scotland, Malcolm must prove that he can penetrate the appearance of loyalty in order to ascertain the reality of it.  He does; his test shows him doing so.  What begins in doubt ends in trust, in the proper relationship between king and steward—all in accord with a feudal political order.  To show such a king—that seems one of Shakespeare’s purposes at a time when James was surrounding himself with sycophants.

What Holinshed likely devised as political instruction Shakespeare developed not only as thematic resolution, but also, with crucial additions, as thematic and dramatic links between Duncan’s initial rule and Malcolm’s expected rule.  The story is an old one in English literature; obvious examples are King Horn, perhaps known in abbreviated forms to Shakespeare and his audience, and Bevis of Hampton, certainly known to them.  At the beginning of each, a worthy king dies at the hand of an invader or traitor.  His heir goes into exile, and acquires or displays skills to fight, lead, and sometimes love.  In the end, thus proven, he returns to ascend the throne or to recover the estate rightfully his.  So it is in Macbeth.  In its political dimension, the play begins with Duncan and ends with Malcolm.  In between, in exile, Malcolm defeats efforts to betray him and gathers troops for his return; showing sagacity, strength, and sympathy, he tests, controls, and comforts Macduff; he thereby manages himself and Macduff for the mutual benefit of both men and their country.  Thus, Malcolm triumphs unambiguously over all challenges which the play presents him.  His recognition as the rightful king of Scotland and his rightful restoration to its throne are culminating acts of a motif which is commonplace in chivalric romance.  To show such a mode of restoration and rule—that, too, seems one of Shakespeare’s purposes at a time when James was knighting many unworthies.
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